
511 One-Eye, Two-Eyes, Three-Eyes.  

(Including the previous Types 452C*, 511A, and 511A*.)  

A girl (boy) has a stepmother who does not give her enough to eat but makes her herd cattle 

and spin a great amount of flax. She tells her sorrows to a (little colored) cow (red ox, 

godmother), who gives her food [B535.0.1] and helps her with her work. The stepmother 

wants to know why the girl is so well fed, and sends her one-, two- and three-eyed daughters 

one after the other to find out. The girl sings One-Eye [F512.1] and Two-Eyes to sleep, so 

they learn nothing, but she forgets to sing to the third eye of Three-Eyes [F512.2.1.1], who 

tells her mother about the cow [D830.1].  

The stepmother determines to have the cow slaughtered. When the girl tells the animal this, 

the cow tells her to plant its bones (intestines, or not to eat its meat). She does as she was told, 

and a tree (apple tree) grows which continues to help her [B100.1, D1461, D1470.2].  

A rich man notices the tree and asks for an apple. When the stepsisters try to pick one, a 

branch scratches them. Only the girl herself can pick the fruit [D590, H31.12], and the rich 

man marries her [L162]. Often the tree goes (is taken) with them. The stepmother and 

stepsisters are punished.  

Sometimes, the child and the cow run away when the stepsister discovers their secret. They 

pass through brass, silver, and gold forests [F811.l]. In each forest, the cow warns the child 

not to pick the leaves [C513], but the child disobeys. A brass etc. ox (wolf, lion) comes and 

fights with the cow of the child. The last of these overcomes the cow, which, before it dies, 

tells the child to save (plant) some part of its body (horn, hoof, skin) because it will help him 

later [B505, B115]. (Previously Type 511A.)  

Or, the cow dies after the escape and turns into an angel that flies to heaven. (Previously Type 

511A*.)  

In some variants another woman wants to marry the girl's father.  

She promises to take good care of the girl and convinces her to kill her mother by having her 

look into a chest and dropping the lid on her neck. Cf. Type 720.  

In other variants, after the stepmother discovers the secret of the cow, she tries to kill the girl 

in a covered pit filled with burning coals. A dog warns the girl in front of the pit. The 



stepmother kills the dog and the next day the girl falls into the pit. She is burned up, the cow 

licks the ashes, and a duck comes out. When her brother comes home, the girl in the form of 

this duck tells him what happened. He punishes the stepmother. (Previously Type 452C*.)  

 

Combinations: 300, 313, 314, 314A, 403, 409, 480, and 510A.  

Remarks: Documented in 1560 by Martin Montanus, Gartengesellschaft (N° 5).  

 

 


